
Television Annual Assessment Report AY 16-17 
 
Summary 
 
The industry professionals who observed the final production, the FreqOut 17 Show, of Master 
Workshop Sketch Comedy were impressed with the level of work and collaboration that the 
students demonstrated. Raters’ scores noted two particular areas, in writing and in production, 
for improvement. Their written comments emphasized appreciation for the course and suggested 
developing a more focused style of comedy and tightening the production schedule.  
 

I. Major Degree Programs  
 
Executive Producing and Entrepreneurship BFA 
Television BA:  Concentrations 

-Television, Internet, and Mobile Media 
-Television, Post-production, and Effects 
-Television, Production and Direction 
-Television, Writing and Producing 

 
II. Degree Programs and Learning Outcomes Assessed AY16-17 

 
Television BA:  Production and Direction 
 

• Students will demonstrate the ability to research and analyze historical and current 
examples of media. 
 

• Students will demonstrate technical proficiency in media production and management. 
 

• Students will apply both written and visual storytelling skills to produce projects with 
originality and aesthetic depth. 

 
• Students will demonstrate the ability to offer constructive criticism and collaborate with 

others.  
 

III. Assessment 
 
Method 
During SP17, three industry professionals (two from Second City) observed the final production 
from the Master Workshop Sketch Comedy. The reviewers used a rubric (see Appendix A) and 
also offered written comments. The rubric separated criteria into four categories:  Writing, 
Producing, Directing, and Overall Cohesion. 170 students participated in various roles in the 
production. 
 
Results  
Among the criteria receiving the highest scores, a commonality is students effectively working 
together and creating and producing a relevant, energetic program. The areas receiving slightly 
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lower scores, intelligence of the writing and live editing/switching, are worth consideration but 
are also areas whose scores might be attributed to a lack of experience.  
 

 
Figure 1. Sketch Comedy Reviewer Scores 
 
Strongest Areas    Weakest Areas 
1.  Production Collaboration   1.  Live Editing/Switching  
1.  Overall Collective Effort   2.  Intelligence of the Writing  
2.  Relevance of Writing 
2. Production Value 
2. Actor Work 
2. Understanding of Sketch Comedy Genre 
 
Notable Comments from Panelists: 
 
Positives 

• “The 15-week syllabus was meticulously laid out and adhered to.”  
• “I liked the interstitial behind-the-scenes segments. It would make me excited to get 

involved if I were a potential student.” 
• “I’m proud of them for wanting to use sketch to say something.”  

 
To Improve 

• “The overall vibe seemed very positive and appropriately chaotic, but I never got a sense 
of what the ideal production schedule was for that afternoon’s shoot. Perhaps there was 
one, but I never found it, and I asked a couple of people if there was a schedule and no 
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one really had one…In the real world, managing that schedule and being accountable to it 
is a huge part of any gig, so it might be worth making it a little more visible.” 

• “My main criticism of the show would be the choice of scenes/content. It feels like it is 
confused:  does it want to be a savvy, satire-driven-Key and Peele-show or a more crazy-
characters, quirky-premise-driven SNL style show. It is very hard to create a show that is 
50/50.”  

• “My big suggestion would be to very early on…get the actors and writers to talk about 
and declare what style of TV sketch show they want to do…and then super commit to it.” 

 
Moving Forward  

• The panelists’ recommendation to focus the choice of sketches and to decide on one style 
of sketch comedy could improve the overall quality of the production and develop the 
writing’s intelligence. However, it is worth keeping in mind if the intention of the course 
is to expose students to a range of sketch comedy rather than creating a focused 
production, in which case it may be worth lessening focus to give students a broader 
survey of the genre.  

• If the rehearsal schedule allows, increasing the number of rehearsal runs that follow the 
day-of schedule and that practice “live editing/switching” may help the production’s 
seamlessness.  
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Appendix A:  Sketch Comedy Assessment Rubric 
 

Columbia	College	Chicago	
Sketch	Comedy	Rubric/Television	Department	

	
To	what	extent	is	the	student	work:	
	

Poor	 Fair	 Well	 Excellent	 N/A	

1. WRITING:	Do	the	sketches	show	
evidence	

	 	 	 	 	

• Humor?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Relevance?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Intelligence?	 	 	 	 	 	

2. Producing:	How	well	does	the	
program	show	evidence	of:		

	 	 	 	 	

• Collaborative	effort?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Production	value	(Props,	art	

direction,	music,	costuming,	
etc)?	

	 	 	 	 	

• Timing	/	schedule	(is	the	
show	running	on	time	and	
smoothly)?	

	 	 	 	 	

3. Directing:	What	is	the	quality	of	
the	show’s	direction	in	terms	of:	

	 	 	 	 	

• Camera	work?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Live	editing	/	switching?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Actor	work?	 	 	 	 	 	

4. Overall	cohesion:	Does	the	final	
program	show	evidence	of:		

	 	 	 	 	

• Professionalism?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Collective	effort?	 	 	 	 	 	
• Understanding	of	the	sketch	

genre?		
	 	 	 	 	

	
Comments:	
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Appendix B:  Panelists’ Full Written Comments  
 
 
Panelist 1  
“When I observed the Sketch Comedy – Freq Out Live class, I was impressed to see student 
directors, producers, writers, actors, et al. collaborating toward a humorous, but also highly 
relevant final product. Both the faculty and students were engaged in class, but more 
importantly, excited to create something meaningful both on and off the stage.  
 
Once at the show, it was no surprise to me that what I observed in the classroom was seamlessly 
transformed onto stage in front of a live audience and evoked laughter and applause that could 
only come from hard work and real commitment over an extended period of time. 
 
Which segues nicely into noting that the 15-week syllabus was meticulously laid out and adhered 
to so that students could have a working guide as well as long-term direction toward creating 
good sketch comedy. 
 
I could see the bittersweet emotions that ensued during the final moments of the show. With a 
backdrop of cheers from the crowd, there were hugs, there were tears and there was evidence that 
students that started as “just peers” at the start of the term, had become both close friends and 
family to each other, which is probably an even more valuable lesson for their futures above 
anything they’ll ever need to know about TV itself.  
 
Kudos to the whole crew of students and faculty for pulling off a successful endeavor.”  
 
Panelist 2 
“I enjoyed it, congrats to all involved. I would have loved to have been a part of such an 
ambitious sketch comedy project when I was in school, so it’s really cool that Columbia tackles 
it. For the criteria above, I was probably pretty tough in my grades. But honestly I think that’s 
because I appreciated the project as a whole and thought it only fair to set a really high bar.  
 
The only additional observation I had was from my visit to the studio during production. The 
overall vibe seemed very positive and appropriately chaotic but I never got a sense of what the 
ideal production schedule was for that afternoon’s shoot. Perhaps there was one, but I never 
found it, and I asked a couple of people if there was a schedule and no one really had one. So it 
was tough to tell if things were on schedule, ahead, or behind. In the real world, managing that 
schedule and being accountable to it is a huge part of any gig, so it might be worth making it a 
little more visible.  
 
I wasn’t sure how to frame up specific feedback (and I’m not even sure you are asking for any), 
so i just kind of took notes on the show as if I were producing or directing it in case that’s 
helpful.  
 
Having never seen this show before, some of my observations might just be my own naivete 
about what the show is going for.  
 
Some notes on the show itself: 
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● It was a little odd in the transition after the woman gave the show intro. There was a neat 

shot showing the audience but the applause had died down, and then there was clearly 
some sort of edit before the start of the first sketch. Not a huge deal, but I noticed it. 

● Trump - a good start. Looked good, actors funny, writing topical, etc. A classic SNL type 
opening. 

● Western Jail - This is the kind of stupidity I loved when I was in college. Super gamey, 
goofy, etc. I think it would have been stronger ending on the first couple exiting. The 
“SFX” (the throwing star, the gunshot) made me laugh. 

● Ok now I think I understand why the show is cut together this way - you’re simulating a 
live show but some of these sketches were pre-taped.  
○ But then it was kind of weird when we got to the Sex Ed class sketch and there 

was no live response.  
● Sex Ed - a little softer writing on this one.  Felt a little under baked. Game was clear, but 

a little shallow. Also too bad they caught the coach’s mic taped to his back at the end.  
● Bee Funeral - fine. Like the concept. The characters were kinda random, but they often 

are in scenes like this.  Actors made it work. Ending soft. 
● Sports Nerds  - good premise, fun twist on the norm.  Could have gone one beat longer, 

actually, to fully heighten the flip before they came together at the end.  
● Jail - bars made shooting it a little tricky.  
● T-REX Dad  - another cleanly executed silly sketch.  
● NEWS - some good attempts at political jokes, good for them. The backdrop for the set 

was kind of distracting, especially when framed up with the OTS pictures 
● I liked the interstitial behind-the-scenes segments. It would make me excited to get 

involved if I were a potential student. 
● Bird Burger shop - I didn’t quite get the bit about rummaging through the trash can. Ok 

now I get he’s trash dove meme.  Fun. 
● Bears - this was the sketch that was being taped when I attended.  I get the metaphor here, 

but this piece was a little awk. I know how hard they worked on the set, but it was a bit 
too busy, and the stage was kinda crowded, and the baby-talk bears were mostly just 
annoying.  Haha - sorry this is probably the meanest I will be in these notes.  

● Locker Room - nice pov.  Well executed and written.  
● Trump Alternative Style - another nice pov. I’m proud of them for wanting to use sketch 

to say something.  Also a good genre to shoot easily on camera. 
● Self Check out - I think the script could have been more focused on one game. There 

were too many different kinds of bits in there, so it was hard to build the laughs. 
● Trump song - they did a nice job with this. Also liked that it was “live.” Added variety to 

the show. Fun ending to it all.”  
 
Panelist 3 
“Over all, it seems as if they worked hard in each department to pull the over all show together. 
Putting up a production like this take a lot of work. 
 
My main criticism of the show would be the choice of scenes/content. It feels like it is confused:  
does it want to be a savvy satire driven Key and Peele show or a more crazy characters quirky 
premise driven SNL style show. It is very hard to create a show that is 50/50. 
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If the show was more the satire driven show…the scenes needed to be more clever/smarter and 
stay a step ahead of the audience…so give us the interesting twist that gets us to the satirical 
POV of each scene in a way the person watching would not have done or thought of themselves. 
 
If the show wanted to be more SNL (satire light…more about the Comedic POV)…then they 
needed to drive harder to find the best/funniest jokes at every turn (some would say that SNL 
does not succeed at this as well). 
 
I felt that a lot of the scenes did not find a next level to justify how long there where…or were 
too on the nose satirically. And Having taught a few of these students…I know that they are 
capable of great sophisticated satire…and also finding the best jokes. 
 
My big suggestion would be to very early on…get the actors and writers to talk about and 
declare what style of TV sketch show they want to do…and then super commit to it. If the want 
to do the “continuous flow” style of Mr. Show…the they can make that happen…if they want 
more of a Kids in the Hall all about the fun characters or goofy premise….then really hit that…or 
if they want the satire of K&P the really drive that SPOV home. 
 
The smaller notes are just about comfortably…some folks did a great job of being ready…others 
had a harder time…so I don't know how much you work with the student directors on how to 
walk the tight rope of getting the best comedic performance out of your actors using that actors 
strengths and personal style…combined with the prep work to “nail it” every time…that is hard 
if you are not always working on it…and ready to adapt it on the fly as each actor is different. 
 
But overall…I think the show was very successful…I am mostly being critical about the content 
as I see this plague a lot of student shows in general…where folks try to be “everything” and 
would be better honing in on a show identity. Also I have work with 4 of the actors, 2 of the 
writers, and 2 of the directors…had have seen then create things that I would put in a SC show. 
So wanted this show to really get closer to that. A lot of the comedy studies end shows are on par 
or better than some of our house team shows…(that is the highest level student production) so I 
feel that this show can and should be at that level as well.”  
	
 
 


